In teleoperation tasks, communication delays between master and slave sides negatively affect the stability and transparency of closed loop system, and make it difficult to maintain a desired contact force. In order to improve the performance of contact force control in teleoperation under large time delays, a shared compliant control method is proposed in this paper. On the master side, the operator issues a desired contact force command according to the feedback of the contact stiffness identified on line besides motion commands. And on the slave side, a local contact force controller is designed using an adaptive Smith predictor, so as to shares control load with the operator. Experimental results show that this method can improve the force control performance, lower the difficulty of operation, and help the operator complete contact tasks with proper forces.
Introduction
With the development of space, nuclear and marine technology, teleoperation attracts widespread attention as it allows the operator to remotely control robots in hazardous environments. In a common bilateral teleoperation system, the operator sends motion commands to the slave side and perceives contact forces between the robot and the environment through Internet, and usually a passive method is used to guarantee its stability under communication delays [1] . Researches show that this kind of haptic feedback helps reduce contact forces and the occurrence of large robot/environment forces; however, with users mindful of minimizing contact forces, force feedback causes the task to take more time than unilateral control [2] .
Since the performance of contact force control is extremely important in contact tasks which need the end-effector of the robot in contact with the environment, shared control technologies have been proposed to complete contact tasks under large communication delays [3, 4, 5] . Shared control technologies allow the slave robot to have some local autonomy to collaborate with the remote operator in tasks, so they can effectively avoid the impact of communication delays and reduce the burden of the operator. A VR-based teleoperation for robot compliance control was developed by Kuan and Young, in which a local intelligence controller, capable of surface tracking and force regulation, was equipped on the robot to maintain a desired contact force chosen beforehand [3] . A haptic teleoperation approach based on contact force control was designed by Park and Khatib, using a virtual spring to connect the master and slave system. The active force control approach allows the desired motion and contact forces to be combined in a single force command. However, this method uses the position difference between the master and slave robot end-effectors to produce the desired force, which is unsafe under large delays [4] . Boessenkool put forward haptic shared control in which both operator and support system applied the required forces at the master device, thus the operator was guided by an ideal path chosen by the shared control system to achieve the system goal. But how to identify and set the system goal was not given [5] . In this paper, a shared compliant control method based on stiffness feedback is proposed for contact tasks under large communication delays, in which a local force controller is equipped on the slave side and the desired force is set by the operator according to the environment stiffness identified on line.
Shared Compliant Control of Teleoperation
The proposed shared compliant control method is shown in Fig. 1 , which is designed in operational space with respect to the end-effector coordinate frame. The motion of the degree of freedom (DOF) parallel to the end-effector is controlled by the local force controller, while the motion of the remaining DOFs is controlled by the operator. The subscript c and o denotes variables representing the local controlled DOF and operator-controlled DOFs respectively. And the subscript m and s denotes variables representing the master and slave arms respectively. The communication delay from master to slave is 1 T , and from slave to master is 2 T , so so
Fig. 1 System organization of shared compliant control of teleoperation
In operator-controlled DOFs, the operator sends motion commands mo x to the slave side and does not perceive contact force feedback, thus the control loop between master and slave is opened. In the local controlled DOF, the motion command mc
x is mapped to the desired contact force command md f , while the operator is provided with the no-delay force feedback mc f calculated according to mc x and mĉ k . Then the force controller generates motion command sc x so as to track the desired contact force.
Since mĉ k is the estimated value of environment stiffness which does not depend on md f , the control loop between master and slave in this DOF is also opened. So if the master system and the slave system are stable, the whole teleoperation system will be stable regardless of communication delays. Motion-Force Map and Stiffness Feedback. First, we use the equation f ck = to calculate the ideal contact force (f) under certain stiffness (k), where c is a positive constant which is given in advance based on experience. Then a linear map k ax b = + is applied to map the position of the master arm (x) to stiffness (k), where a is the scaling factor which is positive, and b is the bias. Thus the motion-force map can be obtained as follows:
In order to guide the operator to follow the change of environment stiffness and set a proper desired force, the force feedback to the operator is designed as follows:
The dynamic model of the master arm in the local controlled DOF can be described as 
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Modeling of Contact Force and Parameter Identification. When the slave arm contacts the environment, its force can be defined as x and e x are the end-effector location of the slave arm and the environment location respectively [6] .
The frequency of force control is higher than the frequency of teleoperation loop, so so x is a slow variable and sc x is a fast variable. With so x regarded as a disturbance, Eq. 4 can be rewritten as 
where L is the memory length, and ˆ( 1, ) k k L θ + + is estimated value at time k+L according to data from k+1 to k+L. Contact Force Control. Due to the high accuracy of industrial robots' position control, using position control as the inner loop of force controller can achieve high control performance. Since environment stiffness is usually quite large, the system is sensitive to time delay. Therefore, an adaptive Smith predictor controller is designed for force control under time delay. As shown in Fig. 2 , the Smith predictor can compensate the impact of time delay, and the outer loop can eliminate the influence of model error and external disturbance, resulting in stability and robustness. 
The PI controller in Fig. 2 
Using Eq. 7 and Eq. 8, the closed-loop system can be obtained as 
Experimental Results
The experimental setup consists of two 3-DOF haptic handles as the master arm and a 6-DOF ABB robot as the slave arm. The two handles operate the position and orientation of the robot respectively. A 6-DOF force/torque sensor is mounted at the end-effector of the robot to measure contact force, and a laser ranging sensor is installed to measure the environment position. The loop delay between master and slave is 3-5s. The operator began moving the slave arm in free space by teleoperation, and then guided the end-effector to contact different objects, including a steel plate and a book. Experiments were done both in PD bilateral control method [7] and in the proposed shared compliant control method. In PD bilateral control tasks, the operator was asked to contact the steel plate and the book with forces of 10N and 3N respectively. Figure 4 and 5 show experimental results when contacting the steel plate and book under shared compliant control, respectively, including force tracking performance and stiffness identification. As can be seen in Fig. 3 -5 , it took much longer time to achieve the desired force under PD bilateral control than shared compliant control. Comparing the two plots in Fig. 4 we can see that the feedback of identified stiffness influences the desired force command that the operator set. Same situation can be seen in Fig. 5. Comparing Fig. 4 with Fig. 5 , it is shown that the shared compliant control method can guide the operator to set different desired force according to different environment stiffness so as to achieve better force control performance. 
Conclusions
This paper proposed a shared compliant control of teleoperation in order to improve the performance of contact force control in teleoperation under large time delays. A local contact force controller is designed to achieve high force control performance and share control load with the operator. The operator is provided with the identified stiffness so as to set a proper desired contact force. Experimental results show that this method can improve the force control performance, lower the difficulty of the operation, and help the operator complete contact tasks with proper force.
